Itineraries by bicycle in Piedmont

5 DAYS PROGRAM
Days 1-2: Roero’s vineyards
Transfer by coach from the International Airport to Roero, accommodation in agritourism. A stay in Roero,
one of the most interesting Piedmont areas for viticulture, but not yet so well-known, to discover villages and
gastronomy. In this area we will organize fascinating tours by bicycle following paved roads getting through
to vineyards and hazelnut trees. This tour, 550 m ascent in 45 km, starts from Canale d’Alba passing through
Castellinaldo with its majestic castle, medieval Priocca, panoramic viewpoint of Magliano Alfieri, Vezza
d’Alba, and arrives in Montà d’Alba where it’s possibile to admire its enchanting castle. Transfer by coach to
Langhe. Overnight in an agritourism.

Days 3-4: Langhe’s vineyards and castles
A stay in Langhe, an area renowned for its vintage wines, castles and spectacular panoramas. This tour, 550
m ascent in 43 km, leaves Grinzane Cavour with its marvelous castle, cross charming and fine vineyards,
reaches the small villages of Castiglione Falletto, Monforte d’Alba with its impressive castle, Barolo with its
old town centre and the inevitable castle, the new WiMu (Wine Museum), the Barolo Museum and the
rows of selected vineyards all round, La Morra and its extraordinary panoramic viewpoint then returns to
Grinzane Cavour. During the track light lunches are prepared with local Langhe’s recipes in renowned
taverns and it will be possible enjoy refined Barolo wine tasting leaving in the van the items purchased.
Return to agritourism, dinner and overnight.

Days 5-6: Corsaglia Valley
Transfer by coach to the medium altitude mountain area, in an enchanting valley in the surroundings of
Mondovì. Among the Monregalese wooded and rich in water valleys, the Corsaglia Valley is one of the most
suitable for bicycle activities for scanty road traffic as well for the beauty of landscape along the way. The
itinerary, 780 m ascent in 51 km, starts from late XVI century grandiose Sanctuary of Vicoforte following a
regular and not difficult uphill that runs along creeks and thick forests of chestnut and beech trees, cross the
small mountain villages of Corsaglia, Bossea (well-known for the caves), then returns to Vicoforte where it
will be possible visit the Sanctuary. Dinner and overnight in an agritourism. Last day, morning breakfast and
transfer to Turin by coach.

NB: during the journey a coach will be at clients’ disposal to carry luggage, if necessary, and all items bought
after shopping.
This is just one bicycle proposal possible in Piedmont among the countless tours we can offer. Of course we are at
your disposal to prepare more itineraries in case you need it.
We kindly inform you that tracks and transfers planned in this program may have some changes following the
weather conditions and the availability of all services.
Several itineraries could be done by foot also, adapted according to the circumstances.
Our programs are tailored to each client’s particular interests therefore services and budget will be well defined
every time especially for every single client.
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